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While the land spill has since been contained, containing the spread of the oil slick on water will take
many days, officials say. rkomi.ru

A recent oil spill in northern Russia may be 4-5 times larger than originally estimated,
authorities said as environmentalists warned that the pollution could reach the Arctic Ocean.

Authorities in the republic of Komi declared an emergency last week after the oil spill at the
Oshskoye field, operated by a subsidiary of oil giant Lukoil, in the neighboring Nenets
autonomous district spread into local soil and waterways. 

Related article: Russian Authorities Battle to Contain New Arctic Oil Spill

While Lukoil officials initially said 20 tons of oil product had spilled, the real scale is closer to
90-100 tons — nine of which entered the Kolva River, officials in the town of Usinsk 1,500
kilometers northeast of Moscow said Saturday.

https://vk.com/usinsk_mo?w=wall-67890604_20903
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/05/14/russian-authorities-battle-to-contain-new-arctic-oil-spill-a73897
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/14/russian-authorities-battle-to-contain-new-arctic-oil-spill


Usinsk authorities added that around 230 people were working to contain the spill. 

While the land spill has since been contained, containing the spread of the oil slick on water
will take many days, Komi environment minister Alexei Kuznetsov told the state-run TASS
news agency Monday.

The polluted water has been swiftly carried downstream from the Kolva into the connecting
Pechora and Usa rivers and is now advancing toward the Barents Sea, environmentalists say.

“The oil slick is definitely moving toward the Barents Sea,” Ivan Blokov, head of research and
expertise at Greenpeace Russia, told The Moscow Times.

Blokov said that while it’s too early to say how much oil has spilled and how much will reach
the Arctic Ocean, the spill will “bring significant harm to local birds and fish.”

Some 10,000 oil leaks and spills take place in Russia every year due to aging infrastructure and
other factors, Blokov said, adding that the vast majority of these leaks go unreported due to a
lack of proper environmental monitoring. 

“We have to prohibit the use of most oil pipes aged 20 years and older to drastically cut the
number of these spills,” Blokov said.

Accidents at Lukoil-operated facilities are taking place with increasing frequency, said
Svetlana Radionova, head of state environmental protection watchdog Rosprirodnadzor. In an
Instagram post, Radionova said Rosprirodnadzor might bring Lukoil to court, claiming that a
lack of transparency and proper monitoring at Lukoil led to the accident.

The Nornickel mining giant was ordered to pay a record 145 billion rubles ($1.96 billion) in
fines to local and federal authorities after a major oil spill at one of its facilities last summer
that was dubbed the worst-ever Arctic environmental disaster.
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